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Abstract. Targeted at solving slow rate of convergence in the current genetic algorithm, an 
improved genetic algorithm is put forward in the article. The current genetic algorithm is improved 
by adding the best fit decrease algorithm to generate individuals into the initial population, 
conversing the preservation strategy and fitness of the optimum individual. To verify the validness 
of the algorithm, simulation experiments are designed. And the result of these experiments shows 
that the improved algorithm has the bigger probability to find the optimal solution and faster 
solution speed. 

Introduction 
The bin-packing problem, widely existing in the transportation industry, construction industry, 

metal manufacturing industry and other industries, is the basis for many important actual 
optimization problems. The bin-packing problem belongs to NP-problems which can not be solved 
accurately. At present, there are two common solutions: heuristic algorithm and genetic algorithm 
[1-4]. Approximate solution for problems can be found by the heuristic algorithm, but in some 
extreme conditions, the result is found unsatisfactory. As a kind of random search algorithm, the 
genetic algorithm has strong global searching ability, but the main problems for it are relatively 
slow speed and poor timeliness for convergence to the globally optima l solution. Aimed at 
improving the current genetic algorithm, an improved genetic algorithm is brought forward in the 
article. 

Description and Solution to the Target Problem 
The bin-packing problem requires putting n items into several boxes (up to n boxes). Each item 

has weight ( 0jw > ), while each box has a weight limit ( 0ic > ). The target is to find the optimal 
solution to put items into boxes, making the total weight of items in each box be less than the limit 
and using the minimum box quantity. Generally, all boxes have the same weight limit ( 0c > ). 

Mathematical expressions of the bin-packing problem are as follows: 
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Where, iy ＝1 stands for items in the box i , otherwise the box i  is empty. ijx ＝1 stands for 
item j  putting into the box i , otherwise the item j  is not in the box i . 

Heuristic algorithm 
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Targeted at the problem, several heuristic algorithms are put forward, such as, NF algorithm, EF 
algorithm, BF algorithm, FFD algorithm, BFD algorithm, etc. Literature [4] compares and analyzes 
characters of these heuristic algorithms.  

Tab.1. Characteristics of some heuristic algorithms  

Heuristic algorithm Whether online feature 
contained 

Complexity 
Of time 

Asymptotic worst-case 
performance ratio 

Next fit algorithm (NF) Online O(n) 2 
First fit algorithm (FF) Online O(nlogn) 1.7 
Best fit algorithm (BF) Online O(nlogn) 1.7 

First fit decrease algorithm (FFD) Offline O(nlogn) 11/9 
Best fit decrease algorithm (BFD) Offline O(nlogn) 11/9 

Genetic algorithm 
Literature [5] introduces genetic algorithms based on box coding scheme, item coding scheme 

and population coding scheme. Literature [6] demonstrates that the genetic algorithm based on 
population coding scheme is relatively better algorithm, which greatly reduces redundancy of 
algorithms and always converges to the globally optimal solution. 

Design of the improved algorithm 
It is found that there are relatively many evolution algebras for converging to the globally 

optimal solution for the algorithm introduced in Literature [6], while its solution results are found 
unsatisfactory. By enlightenment of Literature [7] and Literature [8], strategies in following three 
aspects are proposed to adopt for improvement.  

Add BFD algorithm to the initial population to generate individuals 
Through comparison to several heuristic algorithms in table 1, it is seen that BFD algorithm and 

FFD algorithm are relatively better offline algorithms. Superior individuals generated by adding 
BFD algorithm and FFD algorithm in the initial population can strengthen genetic search ability, 
thus finding the most close optimal solution for the bin-packing problem.  

BFD algorithm firstly conducts the descending sort to boxes in accordance with weight; then, 
puts boxes into the feasible boxes with the minimum residual capacity one by one. FFD algorithm 
firstly conducts the descending sort to boxes in accordance with weight; then, puts boxes into 
initialized boxes with minimum subscript. By a large amount of experiments, asymptotic worst-case 
performance ratio of the two algorithms is the same, but for the fitness function in formula (6), 
fitness of individuals generated by BFD algorithm is always no less than that of FFD algorithm, 
therefore, in the population-initialized, if individuals generated by BFD algorithm are chosen to be 
added, the ability to find the optimal solution can be improved. 

Scale transform of the fitness function  
If superior individuals and optimal individuals keeping strategies added into the 

population-initialized are adopted, it means that after evolution of certain algebra, due to relatively 
small individual fitness difference in the population, rate of convergence of the algorithm will 
become slow and continuous optimizing potential will decrease. To overcome the shortcoming, 
scale transform is conducted on the fitness function.  

The fitness function introduced in Literature [6] is as follows: 
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Where, N  is the box quantity used in the solution, iF  is the sum of weight of all items in box 
i  (filling degree of boxes), c  is the weight limit of boxes, constant k  which is 2, stands for the 
recognition degree for full loaded boxes. 

Scale transform is done on the fitness function by adopting linear transformation:  
BPP BPPf a f b′ = ⋅ +  (7) 
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Where, BPPf ′  is the fitness function after the scaling, a  and b  are scale factors whose 
computing methods are as follows:  
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Where, avgf  stands for the mean value of the original fitness, minf  stands for the minimum 
value of the original fitness, maxf  stands for the maximum value of the original fitness.  

Description of the algorithm  
Based on the existing algorithms [9] [10], steps of algorithms are improved. The improved 

algorithm steps are as follows:  
Step 1: set the algorithm parameters, generate the initial population and add individuals 

generated by BFD algorithm in the initial population; 
Step 2: calculate fitness of parent individual according to formula (6); 
Step 3: copy optimal parent individual;  
Step 4: conduct fitness scale transform according to formulas (7) and (8); 
Step 5: choose, cross and conduct mutation operation to generate offspring;  
Step 6: calculate fitness of offspring individuals according to formula (6);  
Step 7: find the optimal offspring individual;  
Step 8: compare fitness of optimal parent individual and optimal offspring individual. When 

fitness of the optimal parent individual is better than that of the optimal offspring individual, replace 
the optimal offspring individual with the optimal parent individual.  

Step 9: verify termination conditions. If the maximum iteration algebra is reached or globally 
optimal solution is found, the algorithm is terminated and the optimal individual in step 7 is the 
solution to the genetic algorithm; otherwise turn to step 3. 

Simulation Verification 
The experiment put 100 objects into many boxes that the weight is limited to 1, so as to seek for 

the optimal plan to distribute the objects into the boxes. In order to obtain the certain optimal 
solution, the weight of objects shall be designed specially. 100 objects needed to be put into the 
boxes shall be divided into two groups – A and B, and there are 50 objects in each group. The object 
weight of A group ai，i=1, 2, …, 50, which complies the uniform distribution between 0.4~0.6. The 
object weight of B group bi，i=1, 2, …, 50, which meets bi=1-ai. Obviously, the optimal solution for 
box number is 50 when putting the 100 objects into the boxes. 

The experiment compares three algorithms – algorithm 1 is the algorithm in Literature [6]; 
algorithm 2 is the improved algorithm proposed in this paper; algorithm 3 is fundamentally the 
same as algorithm 2, and the only difference is that the individual generated by FFD algorithm is 
added to the initial population. 

The operating parameter setting of algorithm: the value of crossover probability Pc is 0.8; the 
value of mutation probability Pm is 0.1; the value of maximum iterative times T is 1000; the value 
of population size is 100. The termination condition of algorithm is achieving the maximum 
iterative times or finding the optimal solution. The experiment conducts 30 simulation calculations 
to the three algorithms respectively. The iterative times of Gen that represents the termination of 
calculation. Figure 1 is the comparison figure of iterative times when the simulation calculation of 
three algorithms terminates. 
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Fig.1. Comparison of iterative times when the simulation calculation terminates 

Bin represents the calculation results when calculation terminates (number of boxes occupied by 
the optimal individual in population). Figure 2 is the comparison figure of calculation results when 
the simulation calculation of three algorithms terminates. 
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Fig.2. Comparison of calculation results when the simulation calculation terminates 
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The article conducts statistics of the experiment results by different classes, and the statistics 
indexes include: times for finding optimal solution during simulation calculation, success rate for 
finding optimal solution, minimum value of Bin, maximum value of Bin, minimum value of Gen, 
maximum value of Gen, average value of Gen and etc. Table 2 is the statistical table of simulation 
results of three algorithms. 

Tab.2. Statistics of the simulations results 
 Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Algorithm 3 

Times for finding optimal 
solution 0 23 16 

Success rate for finding optimal 
solution 0% 76.7% 53.3% 

Minimum value of Bin 51 50 50 
Maximum value of Bin 53 51 51 
Average value of Bin 52.0 50.2 50.5 

Minimum value of Gen 1000 142 116 
Maximum value of Gen 1000 1000 1000 
Average value of Gen 1000.0 711.4 861.3 

The article also conducts mean difference test to the Bin value and Gen value of algorithm 2 and 
3. The test result shows that, the average value of Bin and Gen of algorithm 2 is less than the index 
of same item of algorithm 3 at the remarkable level of 0.05. Hereby proves that, the method that 
adds the individual generated by BFD algorithm into initial population (algorithm 2) when 
improving the genetic algorithm is better than the method that adds the individual generated by FFD 
algorithm (algorithm 3) in deed. 

We can know that, compared with the algorithm (algorithm 1) in Literature [6], the success rate 
for finding optimal solution of improved genetic algorithm (algorithm 2) within the limited 
evolutionary algebra increases significantly, and the calculation result is closer to the optimal 
solution. It clearly shows that the property is better when applying the improved genetic algorithm 
proposed in this article to solve the bin-packing problem. 

Conclusion 
Aiming at the deficiency of the existing genetic algorithm, the article proposes an improved 

algorithm to solve the bin-packing problem. The algorithm improves the algorithm in Literature [6] 
through adding BFD individual into initial population, applying optimal individual storage strategy 
and conducting scale changes to fitness function. The simulation research result shows that the 
success rate for finding globally optimal solution of the improved algorithm proposed in this article 
is higher and the solution speed is faster, and it is a genetic algorithm that the property is better. 
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